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ASERCOM EPEE Symposium:
Multiple Transition Challenges in Heating,
Cooling and Refrigeration
The ASERCOM EPEE Symposium at the CHILLVENTA Congress on 10 October 2022 in
Nuremberg will highlight the current major challenges the HVAC&R industry is facing in
Europe and throughout the world. The event aims to inform and work on solutions
together with stakeholders from industry, the EU and international associations. Tickets
are available now at https://bit.ly/asercom-epee-sym
The programme focuses on sustainability, refrigerants and international markets in three
sessions. A key note will be given by Tom van Ierland, Head of Unit for the Montreal Protocol,
Clean Cooling & Heating and Digital Transition, European Commission, who will give an
overview of the current status of the relevant EU's regulatory plans.
The sustainability challenge
The first session looks at sustainability issues from four perspectives. Andrea Vallejo from
Johnson Controls and EPEE Chairwoman will illustrate the changes in the HVAC&R industry
over the period of the Corona pandemic. The joint presentation by Christian Ellwein, Kriwan,
and Jörn Schwarz, Icetex, will focus on the procurement of raw materials. Torben Funder
Kristensen from Danfoss will present challenges which the Ecodesign regulation poses for our
industry. After that Giacomo Pisano from Dorin will then discuss lifecycle cost analysis in
comparison with CO2 and NH3.
The refrigerant transition challenge
The challenges in the transition of refrigerants are influenced by two regulations: the F-Gas
Regulation and the planned restriction of the use of PFAS under REACH. Cornelius Rhein
from the European Commission Unit for the Montreal Protocol, Clean Cooling & Heating and
Digital Transition, will present the status of the revision of the F-Gas Regulation. Emilie Stumpf
from Panasonic and Vice Chair of the EPEE F-gas Working Group puts the F-gas Regulation
in the context of the recently adopted EU energy strategy REPowerEU. Dina Koepke from
Emerson Commercial & Residential Solutions presents the current state of the discussions on
the PFAS ban.
Transition challenges around the world
It is not only global supply chains that burden the industry. In many parts of the world,
regulations differ and national rules have to be respected. Steve Yurek, AHRI, Tetsuji Okada,
JRAIA, Greg Picker, AREMA, and Sandy MacLoad, HRAI, give an overview of current
developments and challenges in the USA, Japan, Australia and Canada in the third session.
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After each of the three sessions, the symposium will offer sufficient space for questions and indepth discussions. Tickets for the ASERCOM EPEE Symposium are available online at
https://bit.ly/asercom-epee-sym and also entitle the holder to visit the Chillventa trade fair on
all three days.

About ASERCOM
ASERCOM, the Association of European Refrigeration Component Manufacturers, addresses
scientific and technical challenges, promoting performance and safety standards. Furthermore,
the association focuses on improving environmental protection. With these objectives,
ASERCOM supports the entire refrigeration and air conditioning industry and its end customers.
For more information: www.ASERCOM.org
About EPEE
EPEE represents the refrigeration, air conditioning and heat pump industry in Europe. Founded
in the year 2000, EPEE’s membership is composed of over 50 companies as well as national
and international associations from three continents (Europe, North America, Asia). With
manufacturing sites and research and development facilities across the EU, which innovate for
the global market, EPEE member companies realise a turnover of over 30 billion Euros, employ
more than 200,000 people in Europe and also create indirect employment through a vast
network of small and mediumsized enterprises such as contractors who install, service and
maintain equipment.
For more information: https://epeeglobal.org/
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